Fuel Economy and Environment

Fuel Economy

23 MPG

Combined city/hwy
21/28

4.3 gallons per 100 miles

These estimates reflect new EPA methods beginning with 2017 models.

EPA DOT

Gasoline Vehicle

You Spend

$1,000

more in fuel costs over 5 years compared to the average new vehicle.

Annual fuel cost

$1,600

Fuel Economy & Greenhouse Gas Rating

Smog Rating (tailpipe only)

Average new vehicle.

Fueleconomy.gov

Calculate personalized estimates and compare vehicles.

GOVERNMENT 5-STAR SAFETY RATINGS

Overall Vehicle Score

Frontal

Driver

Crash

Passenger

Side

Front seat

Crash

Rear seat

Based on the combined ratings of frontal, side, and rollover. Should ONLY be compared to other vehicles of similar size and weight.

Based on the risk of injury in a frontal impact. Should ONLY be compared to other vehicles of similar size and weight.

Based on the risk of injury in a side impact.

Based on the risk of rollover in a single-vehicle crash.

Star ratings range from 1 to 5 stars (⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐), with 5 being the highest.


Choose the vehicle you want. Whether you decide to lease or finance, you'll find the options that are right for you. See your Lincoln Dealer for details or visit www.Lincoln.com for more information.

Lincoln Protect

Lincoln Protect is only available within 3 years of purchase for vehicles covered by a new vehicle limited warranty. You can purchase Lincoln Protect either at a Lincoln dealership or online at www.Lincoln.com. You will receive a Lincoln Protect Service Contract that includes a separate certificate for each service or repair event. Lincoln Rotunda and Lincoln Lincoln Service and SSMs are independently owned and operated Lincoln Dealerships. Lincoln Protect includes a 3-year/36,000-mile coverage. Coverage includes the original vehicle limited warranty and does not transfer to successive owners. It is honored within the borders of the United States.

Lincoln Protect includes:

- Roadside assistance
- Rental car reimbursement
- Towing and labor for covered repairs

Coverage does not transfer to successive owners. It is honored within the borders of the United States. This label is affixed pursuant to Federal Automotive Information Disclosure Act. Gasoline, License, and Title Fees, State and Local taxes are not included. Dealer installed options or accessories are not included unless listed above.

Estimated MSRP

$41,115.00

This label is affixed pursuant to Federal Automotive Information Disclosure Act. Gasoline, License, and Title Fees, State and Local taxes are not included. Dealer installed options or accessories are not included unless listed above.